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PREFACE 

This report provides an evaluation of a successful pilot study of 
PROTECT (Probabilistic Recall Optimizing the Employment of Calibration 
Time). All pertinent information obtained during the operation of 
this pilot study is contained in this report. 

It is strongly reconmended that NAFI Technical Report 824 "PROTECT-- 
A Method of Optimizing Available Calibration Time in a Test Equipment 
Recall System" (May 1966) be read first in order to become familiar 
with the background and purpose of PROTECT. Hie above technical report 
includes the derivation of the estimates for the failure rates and 
calibration times, and the method in which these parameters are utilized 
in selecting test equipments for calibration. 

Mathematical Statistician 

Approved by 

Manager of Qiallty Assurance 

Manager of Standards & Calibration 

s»1“«4 ‘■y T. . - 
TV!--* - _i > ■ Director of Technical Evaluation 
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ABSTRACT 

This report contains the results of a successful ten-month pilot 
study of PROTECT (Probabilistic Recall Optimizing the Employment of 
Calibration Time), a method used by a Standards and Calibration Lab¬ 
oratory for recalling test equipments for calibration. 

Included is information on the classes of test equipments used 
and problems involved in the study. The results are presented in tables 
and graphs and conclusions are drawn from those results. HAPI TR-824 
contains the development of the PROTECT calibration system. 
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I._CONCLUSIONS 

A. During the course of the 10-month pilot study, the PROTECT calibra¬ 

tion recall method significantly reduced the number of out-of-tolerance 

test equipments in the pilot system at any given time. This result 

was accomplished using approximately the same amount of calibration 

effort as would be normally expended by the fixed cycle method of recall. 

B. A graph showing the relationship between the percent of test equip¬ 

ments expected to be out-of-tolerance in the system and the amount of 

calibration time to be expended, utilizing the PROTECT method, appears to 

be an effective management tool in planning workloads. Hiis graph provides 

management with a means of predicting the reduction in the percentage of 

out-of-tolerance test equipments in the PROTECT system for a given 

increase in the manpower allocated for the calibration effort. 

II. RECOMMENDATION 

Since this initial pilot study has shown PROTECT to be an effective 

test equipment recall method, it is recommended that a longer more 

extensive study be made. This additional study should run for 12 to 

18 months and include at least ten test equipments in each class with a 

total number of approximately 400 test equipments in the system. Com¬ 

puter programs and associated data processing procedures should be 

developed to automate the PROTECT workload and should be general enough 

to be able to expand to the entire system of NAIT test equipments. 

1 
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III. INTRODUCTION 

A. Definitions and Development of PROTECT. 

PROTECT (Probabilistic Recall Optimizing the Employment of Cali¬ 

bration time) is a test equipment recall system which optimizes the 

use of available calibration manpower. NAIT TR-824 (Reference 1.) 

gives a complete account of this recall system and provides a worked 

example. The essential features of PROTECT will be discussed below 

to provide a background for the reader. 

A test equipment (or instrument) is said to be out-of-tolerance 

or to have failed if, during the calibration procedure, any parameter 

exceeds the specifications established for the test. 

PROTECT utilizes the probability of failure of the test equipments 

and the time required to calibrate the test equipments. This recall 

system selects those test equipments for calibration which are likely 

to be out-of-tolerance and whose calibration time "cost" is low. Test 

equipments are selected sequentially until the total amount of avail¬ 

able calibration time is used up. Certain restraints on the time 

interval between calibrations are used to force the calibration of 

high time "cost" equipments which otherwise might not be recalled. 

The selection of test equipments is made on the basis of the ratio 

of "expected time needed"/"expected number of test equipments found 

out-of-tolerance'. This ratio is the average amount of time necessary 

to find one out-of-tolerance test equipment. Test equipments whose 

ratio is low are recalled first as they will provide the most out-of¬ 

tolerance test equipments at the lowest time "cost" for the calibration 
personnel. 

The following basic definitions are needed for PROTECT: 

T - The number of months since a test equipment has been 
calibrated. T = 1, 2, 3, ... 

N1 - The number of test equipments in the ith class, 

i = 1, 2, ..., k. There are k 3 24 classes in this 

pilot stuiy of PROTECT. 

NjT) - The number of test equipments in the ith class that 

were calibrated T months ago. N. = y N,(T). 
1 T 1 

Fq(T) - The probability that a test equipment in the ith class 

was out-of-tolerance (failed) prior to time T. 

0 < (T) <1.0. Estimates of F.(t) for integer values 

of T must be available. 
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- ühe expected velue (average) of the time to calibrate 
a test equipment of the 1 class if the equipment were 
In-tolerance at submlsùion. 

01 - The expected value (average) of the time to calibrate 
a test equipment of the 1 class if the equipment 
were cwt-of-tolerance at submission. In general, 
°4 > I* because scam repair or adjustment of the test 
equipment Is usually required in addition to the 
calibration. 

Tq - A maxima calibration cycle at which point the test 
equipment is calibrated regardless of the time "cost". 
This critical time can be set in such a manner so that 
the probability of failure F.(T ) is less than some 
pre-determined value. 1 c 

Class - A group of test equipments with a common FÎT), I, and 0. 

Die expected time required to calibrate a group of N.(T) test 
equipments is given by the following fornula: 1 

Expected Time Needed = Ni(T)*Fi(T)*01 + ^(1)-(1 - F1(T)]*Ii 

■ n1(t).{f1(t)-o1 * [1 . Fjd)].^} 

The expected number found out-of-tolerance is (T)^ (t). 

Hence, the ratio used to select test equipments is: 

VT) 

Expected Time Weeded_ 
Expected Number Out-of-Tolerance 

Ní(T)-{fí(T).01 + [1 - Fi 

n¡Wf]7t) 

' °1 * [! - V*)]-1! 

For each class of test equipments estimates of F. (T), I., and 0 
are needed, nie estimates of the calibration times I. and 0, are 1 
straightforward. However, the estimation of F.(T), the failure prob¬ 
ability distribution, is not so straightforward due to the nature of 
the calibration records. NAFI TR-824 provides several alternate 
methods for the estimation of Fa(T). 

« 
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B. Selection Procedure 

The selection procedure Is as follows: 

(l) Recall all test equipments which have exceeded their respective 
T . Calculate the expected required time needed for these calibrations 

Recall the remaining test equipments by the use of ^(T). 

(2) Calculate R^T) for those 1^(1) #* 0. 

(3) Rank the R^T) from low to high. 

(4) Recall test equipments with low R.(T) sequentially and calculate 
the cumulative expected time needed. Continue this until all of the 
available calibration time has been expended. A listing of these test 
equipments recalled in this manner Is called the "solution table". 

This procedure utilizes the available calibration manpower In the 
most efficient manner in servicing out-of-tolerance equipments. In 
addition, the solution table could also include a cumulative expected 
number of out-of-tolerance test equipments. This information can be 
graphed against the cumulative expected time needed to provide a visual 
Indication of the relationship of manpower needed to service out-of- 
tolerance equipments. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

A. Cxasses of Test Equipmenta U«ed In Pilot Study. 

Bie pilot study of the PROTECT program began with twenty-fl ye 
classes of test equipments. Each equipmrnt within a ehosen class 
had the same manufacturer and model number and it was assumed that 
each had the same average calibration time, failure rate and mariwim 
(cycle) time. A uescription of each class of equipments is given 
in Table 1. 

Five equipments were selected from each of the twenty-five 
classes in PROTECT. The majority of the 125 equipments were selected 
from those currently being used by the Inspection and Equipment Evalua¬ 
tion Divisions at NAIT since these divisions are in the same department 
as the Standards and Calibration Division. TLis policy mad» the oper¬ 
ation of this study easier to administer. 

In a few cases, some individual equipments had to be replaced 
by another equipment within the same class. Such instances were due 
to equipments placed in long-term storage, change in application of 
the equipment, etc. These equipments were always replaced by another 
with the same manufacturer and model number, it being assumed that the 
values of the test parameters within each class were not affected by 
this substitution. 

There were two Instances when an entire class was deleted from 
the PROTECT program. Class 3 was deleted because the Naval Air Systems 
Comnand calibration procedure required an initial adjustment so that 
the "true" condition received could not be determined. Thus, no reliable 
failure rate data could be obtained for this class of equipments. 

Class 25 was deleted because the equipments wer« placed on an 
Inactive status. Since this was the only class of mechanical equip¬ 
ments on the PROTECT program, it was replaced with another group of 
mechanical equipments (Class 26). 

5 
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TABLE 1. SBBGKIPTIQN OF THE CLASSES OF TEST BgJIBffiWT 
IE THE IHTTIAL PILOT STUDY OF PROTECT 

CLASS IMEJIfMEHT HOMBHCLAflUHB FAILUHE RATE, i I O T 
1 -■ — lie 

1 
2 
3* 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25* 
26 

Vibroteat 
Vacuum TUbe Voltmeter 
Counter 
Voltage Amplifier 
Capacitance Decade 
Function Generator 
Audio Signal Generator 
Vacuum Tube Voltmeter 
Vacuum Tube Voltmeter 
Oscillator 
Wheatstone Bridge 
Standard Resistor 
Voltage Divider Decade 
Wheatstone Bridge 
Vibration Meter 
Voltmeter AD 
Resistance Decade 
Voltohm Meter 
Scope Plug In 
Oscilloscope 
Wattmeter AF 
Ammeter AC 
Mllllammeter AC 
Voltmeter AC 
High Vacuum Gauge 
Force Gauge 

•05975 
.10950 
.13200 
.10400 
.00878 
.13190 
.06020 
.25170 
.03772 
.IO77O 
.02397 
.OO5OO 
.OO93O 
.00878 
.O6778 
.OO6II 
.02220 
.O5OOO 
.04658 
.20130 
.02230 
.OO5OO 
.OO6OO 
.00700 
.00700 
.OO7OO 

1.0 2.0 6 
1.9 2.7 4 
I.7 3.9 12 
2.5 5.3 5 
1.2 2.5 12 
2.2 5.5 5 
2.9 3.5 11 
1.6 2.7 3 
3.2 4.0 18 
2.9 3.9 6 
2.4 3.2 24 
0.7 O.7 12 
2.2 3.7 24 
3.0 4.0 24 
2.1 3.7 10 
0.8 O.9 24 
3.7 6.0 24 
1.3 2.0 12 
1.2 2.7 12 

2.8 5.8 5 
1.3 1.6 24 
0.5 0.5 24 
0.5 0.5 24 
0.3 0.5 24 
1.0 1.5 24 
1.6 2.0 24 

* Deleted from Pilot Study 
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B. Estimâtes of Test ParmaterB» 

Certain test parameters for each class of equipment had to be 
estimated before the PROTECT program could be Implemented* They veres 

—expected time to calibrate if the equipment were received 
in-tolerance, (in hours) 

—expected time to calibrate if the equipment were received 
out-of-tolerance, (in hours) 

—failure rate per month, \ 

—maximum time between calibrations, T , (in months) 
c 

These estimates were based on data collected from July 1964 
November 1965. For more detailed information on how the above estimates 
were obtained, refer to TR-824, Section IV-B. The actual values of these 
estimates are shown in Table 1. 

c* Preparation of the Monthly Workload and Graphical Prediction Curves. 

Since the "fixed cycle" method of recall for calibration of equip¬ 
ments included in the PROTECT study required between 40 and 50 hours of 
calibration effort, it was initially decided to allocate 40 hours per 
month for the PROTECT recall method* This allowed a miwgrtw of 10 hours 
per month for any special calibration requests (unscheduled calibrations) 
for these test equipments. 

The notification of recall of equipments was made to the custodians 
in much the same manner as used in the "fixed cycle" recall method. For 
each recalled equipment, a form, called a work ticket, was prepared 
which contained the equipment identification, custodian and other necessary 
information for the calibration. 

The PROTECT work tickets were typed and mailed to the custodians 
along with the "fixed cycle" preprinted work tickets. Each work ticket 
pertaining to a PROTECT equipment was marked on one edge with green ink 
so that on completion the data could readily be obtained for feedback into 
the PROTECT record system. 

To facilitate the calculation of the workload each month, a group 
of punched cards were updated monthly. Each card contained the class 
number, i, T, N. (T),T ,1, I., 0., and the ratio R. (T). In preparing the 
workload, those cards ^that had N.(T) - 0 were deleted from the deck. 
The remaining cards were sorted Bn R^T) and processed on a computer. 

7 
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TABLE 2. THE PROTECT SOLUTION TABLE FOR MAY WORKLOAD 

RATIO 

3.1^ 
3.24 
3.35 
4.12 
4.87 
5.15 
5.70 
5.72 
6.16 
6.58 
6.80 
7.09 
7.28 
7.36 

CLASS 

5 
5 
5 
8 
1 
8 
1 

18 
2 

18 
21 

1 
19 
11 

EXPECTED 
T F£r) UME/BqjIP. 

12 .6513 2.047 
11 .6193 2.005 
10 .5844 1.960 

3 . 5300 2.183 
5 .2583 I.258 
2 .3955 2.035 
4 .2127 1.213 
6 .2592 1.481 
^ .35^7 2.184 
5 .2212 1.455 

10 .1999 1.360 
3 .1641 1.164 
5 .2078 1.512 

19 .3658 2.693 

CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE 
^(T) TIME MO. FATT.H!n 

3 6.l4l 1.954 
1 8.146 2.513 
1 10.106 3.158 
4 18.838 5.278 
1 20.096 5.536 
1 22.131 5.931 
2 24.557 6.357 
2 27.519 • 6.875 
1 29.703 7.230 
1 31.158 7.451 
1 32.518 7.651 
2 34.846 7.979 
3 39.382 8.602 
1 42.075 8.968 

71.33 

116.40 
140.35 
173.35 

3 
14 
12 
l4 

1 .0246 1.754 
3 .0260 3.026 
1 .0050 0.700 
2 .0174 3.017 

1 254.439 
1 257.465 
1 258.165 
1 261.182 

• 

24.552 
24.578 
24.583 
24.601 

The computer printed out the solution table from which the workload would 
be prepared. Table 2 shows the beginning and end of the solution table for the 
March 1966 workload. 

The workload for March would consist of all equipments on this list down 
through the N.q(5) equipments, since the calibration of any more equipments than 
this would exceed the 40 hours of available calibration time. 

In the entire system of test equipments, there is an expected number of 24.6 
equipments (19.7$) out-of-tolerance. With a calibration effort of 40 hours, 8.6 
of these are expected to be found, thus lowering the percentage of out-of-tolerance 
equipments in use to 12.856. 

The last two columns in Table 2 can be used to prepare a prediction curve of 
the percentage of out-of-tolerance equipments in the system plotted against the 
calibration time. The percentage would be calculated (as illustrated above for 
40 hours) for various calibration times and then plotted. Figure 1 shows this 
curve for March. Also in Figure 1 are similar graphs for the remaining ten 
months of this pilot study. 

8 
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D» EffectlvenesB of the PROTECT Method. 

** the flrst slx “»nthfl of this study, forty hours were aL- 
f?r workload- However, during the first three months, the total 

tlî* 8pent varied fro,n 53 t0 T3 hours due to unscheduled 
calibrations of some equipments (discussed further in the next section). 

This extra calibration time helped to reduce the prediction curves (see 

Figure 1) so mich that the prediction curve reached a stabilization point 

in May, although a few additional months were needed to verify this fact. 

For the seventh month (September) of operation, it was decided to 

increase the allotted time to 60 hours with expectations of seeing the 
prediction curve decrease another 2 - 3*. lhe prediction curve did 

decrease by this amount in October and stabilized at that level for the 

remM-ning months of the study even though only 40 hours were used for 
the last three months. 

The overall lowering of these prediction curves as time progressed 
illustrates the effectiveness of the PROTECT recall method. Under the 

the Percentage of equipments cut-of-tolerance 
each month prior to workioading would be approximately at the 20¾ level 

as shown at the beginning of the March curve. If the usual 1*0-50 

hours were expended in calibration, one would not expect this percentage 

th/52 fíílí?* f°f r®ndom ««uses. The only way to lower this value under 
tne ¿o^ level would be to expend more calibration effort across all of 

the equipments in the system. Ohis would require more calibration per- 

sonnei. Ihe use of PROTECT, however, utilizes the available manpower 

in the best possible manner each month. The prediction curves also 

stabilize under PROTECT, but at a lower level than the "fixed cycle" 
recall method. 

In addition, this study also illustrated that one can predict how 

mich the prediction curve can be expected to lower by expending more 

hours in calibration. An examination of the curves in Figure 1 provides 

îSJSTthe W"0*1 °f the - reduction percentage, 
versus the cost , - personnel required. In the "fixed cycle" recall method 

no advance prediction can be made of such gains for a given increase in 
personnel expended in calibration of test equipments. 

The remainder of this report discusses seme of the special problems 
encountered and provides more detailed results of this study. 

10 
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E- Special Calibration Labels. 

nx.KoJÍ??! prO^CT recaUs equipments for calibration utilizing the 
probability of failure of the equipment it is impossible to know t e 

h^V60^1 mon^' furlne which the equipment is due for re-calibration. 
However, the custodian of ti e equipment needs to know the maximum time 

?!îï«n^aî'ibraî^0nS 80 that ^ e<3ulPment does not remain uncalibrated 
ndefinitely. Special calibration labels were ordered and placed on 
11 equipments involved in t is pilot study of PROTECT. A sanrole label 

is shown below: F ^ 

As can be seen, this label has a due date of the form "Due Prior 

™ up „ir”g 
C.íTiMdín’is b.^«” U‘e 8tated 'n0nth- 411 calibrations 

A short memorandum was written to all custodians affected by this 
study giving a brief background of PROTECT and asking for their co¬ 
operation during the pilot study. Ulis memorandum explained the use of 
the special calibration label for PROTECT# 

^Unfortunately, this special label was not delivered prior to the 

ofaoíerÍHthe P?PTECT 8íudy* Consequently, for the first three months 
of operation, the usual calibration labels remined on the PROTECT 

for Ttodians were bringing some of these equipments in 
hJ?11 baSed 0n the dates 8hown on these 0l<i labels. Such calibrations were classified as "uneconomical" effort. 

^ pabular Summary and Discussion of Scheduled Calibrations. 

f month-by-month summary of the predicted and actual 
nwfï fv.^tñ í‘t0leranCe e<ïuiPnients and total time cost for the com- 

cailbrations- 1116 Predicted figures were based on 
the açtualjiumber of equipments calibrated, since not all scheduled 
equipments were sent in for calibration. Since the pilot-study was 
operated on a manual basis, no effort was made to remind custodians 

?Ä°^tÄnt8' °”rt"e ewlpMnt8 are —hed“led 

11 
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TABLE 
JjONTHLY SUMMARY OF PROTECT SCHEDULED CALIBRATIONS 

MONTH 

1- March 
2- April 

3- May 

4- June 
5- July 

6- August 

7- September 
8- October 

9- November 
10-December 

TOTALS 

NUMBER 

SCHEDULED 
NUMBER 

CALIBRATED 

PREDICTED AGUJAL 

NO.OUT-OP- NO.OUT-OF- PREDICTED 
TOLERANCE* TOLERANCE TIME COST 

ACTUAL 
TIME COST 

23 
18 
16 
18 
14 
24 

31 
31 
28 

29 

232 

21 
12 
l4 

16 
13 
23 
27 
28 
22 
24 

200 

8 
4 

6 
4 

5 

6 

52 

36.5 

27.0 
36.6 
34.4 

32.1 
38.7 
46.6 

59.1 

51< 5 
55.1 

28.2 

23.0 
44.5 
28.5 
29.5 
33.8 
42.1 

51.1 
35.1 
40.8 

4o ^17.6 356.6 
* Based on Number Calibrated 

(1) —lmate° <* Humber of Out-of-itolerm^. RmHivn—w». 

H.ere Tí T” S0"What “““««ative, 
actual mmhov/L. * S Í8, which the Predicted estimate equaled the 

the actual number of’St-of^SerM^e^f8* “°8t °f the other 

dieted. Iheee eïi^uTXSMC»™ L« SS T P”’ 

w “tTîïï^rS tí”*4 Íhe 8y8ten belag a Uttl« 't^ueliv «s, with respect to the muber of out-of-tolerance equipmente" 

-.-¿“«"s.-sä.ä“: KÄÄ-a ». 
actual number of out-of-tolerance equipments. ^ Uh the 

12 

0 

0 

fl 
0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

ÍJ 
u 

0 

u 
n 
i 
i i 

« 
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(2) Estimates of Tlmg fv>n+- 

The total calibration time spent vas usuallv i»«« 

ejected Sî^St^e 
Si T,?11 “ ^ e8tlffiate8 the time tolSibiite“ 

0X1 Whetï?r the e^P“nt vas in- or out-of-tolerance 
woSSd 811 ovfr-e8timate" of total calibration timT^ 

better because any "under-estimate" of calibration time re- 
^orSLry î^riî li ^f88^ to complete a month's scheduled 
thíkÍ^!?i*ov?^+?f features of the PROTECT recall system is that 
use an_input t® the writload and PROTECT optimizes the 
+n +ÍÍ ÎÏÎ8 of ^^lable manpower. One of the major drawbacks 

o the present fixed cycle recall system is that this method may recall 
too many equipments for the available calibration time. y ^ 

. Table 3 does not show the amount of "uneconomical" time snent 

label^problems.eqUipments brought in for calibration due to the PROTECT 

(3) Turnaround Time Problems. 

«¿f°r .TSled 

System. As can be seen in the column totals of Table 3 onlv poo nf 
tot.1 of 232 .„upmonts we« «tutíly oelli«Sd. * 
Mta^dílT'^8 w'r* eallbr»t«d in January 1967. Seme of the other emlp- 

^ffr tC.00“ 18 “ 8°heaUled the ^ 

xui ^18 b° this delay in completing a month's workload th* n*»»+ 
month', workload aae^ea that all eqïlpaen?. .cheduled^OT^’o^l^f 

r? callb«ted. If not, the following nonth'a TOAlSTÍSod 
"*aPn'nt “»i eaUb«ted two montha ago. P^4 

exampie, the March PROTECT vorkload scheduled 23 instruments. Only 16 
of these vere calibrated during March. When the April vorkload vaí w* 

Ä ^rlT “•ïï!?.?“* 811 23 #9Uipmenta hM bLno^S^d™ ^h 
airing April, an additional five equipments from the March vorkload ven» 
calibrated, mis left tvo equipments from the March v^ÏÏoïï SüS 7JZ 

,?T’ ln ^18 th.ae^Te^Sî.^ïdT 
¿^’oaûb»“« tSS? 'C°na,4c8110 40 “° the “““* 

13 
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G. Tabular of Non-Scheduled CaUbrat.inno, 

equipment eubSui^on^^ihediiedbMli1^*^0“ 00 80 
repair agency after the renalr work °r on,one received from a 
Of BubmlsBioDB are .,^“ ç^f. ****” OMpleted. Berth types 
submissions for calibra+irm awa * 4. . Oration data obtained from such 
failure SrTS«a S SíiSlt?1^4 Îî the “«-^‘«tion of^S 
ibrate these equipments mst SÍES fi ÏÜ “^““oe of tism to cal- 
load. Ten hours ln the P»P«r»tlon of the vork- 
month's scheduled worklosd whSh^tume^mt^uü*” for “eb 
Wbl. 4 gives the smnthly „samry of these aco-achSul^S^. 
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MAPI TR-1124 

H. 

g<x>4 i» W«ure 1 1, , 
electronic test equipments As can h*. o.fR0îECT 8jr8tem tor recall of 
percentage of ait^f-tolerenc^te“ eoul^ntlTn^?“” 1’ th* "““«"n 
workloading in this manner dronned rJü^ i th' sy*tMI Prl°l' to 
Ibis decrease was maT^ñhl^L^ ,bou‘^ than 13*. 
to calibration except for the month S °í,mz,panr «Uotted 
ibratlon effort was Increased ^1°11 cal- 
Ibus this study of PHOTECT can be declared^uc^m! ^ “n*1’“- 

such.’this’Sîït'Mudîllîî'n« SwiS'^umîi^fLtï f“h Cl“‘‘ ** 

study shouM'lnTde'tT^^l'r:.0: P'TT' n^t“4 
12 - 15 months. With morf eíXJSÜT “ Í” 8ach olass “d run for 
period of study more data on’faïîure rates^n f1?“ ^ * longer t:1” 
re-evaluation of all photct parameters cL íf rntó.“'™*18“’4 80 thlt 

2. 

" S-s-.-lSjÄiSÄ'Kr 
1966. raci±lzy> -Indianapolis, Indiana. NAPi tR-824, 1 May 

Äiit'ÄÄX88^ «‘r”1 sy8M"f» 
MAPI TR-500, April 1965. facility, Indianapolis, Indiana. 
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